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Fletcher v, The Glasqou: Gas Commissioners.

[Oct. 8, 1887.

of those latches ought to influence the decision of the question of expenses,
because this action was not brought for the purpose of preventing direct imita
tion, but for the purpose of preventing what was considered to be an indirect
imitation of the patented process by doing something which I hold to be not an
infringement. Therefore I conceive the Commissioners have been successful in [)
the issue which has really been remitted to trial; and on these _grounds my
decision will be for the Respondents, with expenses.

IN THE COURT OF SESSION IN SCOTLAND.

Before LORD McLAREN.

March Ist and 2nd, 1887.

Before the LORD PRESJDENT AND LORDS SHAND, MURE, AND ADAMS.

May 26th and. 27th and July 20th, 1887.

WALKER, HUNTER, AND CO. u, F'ALKIRK IRON COMPANY.

Reqrstered Destgn.-Infringemer~t.-Novelty.-Reg1~stratiol~as a desiqn. oj
somethinq which 'lnight have been lJatented.-Design' applicable to something
which is only part of an article.s-Patente, &c., Act, 1883, ss.47, 57, 58, and 60. .10

The proprietor of a registered design for kitchen. range fire doors brouqht
an action for infrinqement thereof. The Defendant pleaded that the design
was not new or original, that what was registered might have been patented,
and therefore could not be properlu registered as a design, and th·at the
registration uias invalid as being for a part of an article and not for the iohole 15
article, and also because it was not clear for what purpose the design was
registered.

Held by the Judge of first instance that the design teas novel and not
patentable and was properly registered and that the Pursuer uias entitled to

, succeed. 20
Held on the Defendant appealinq that the design was novel, that the fact that

the Pursuer might have obtained a patent was immaterial, that a design can be
registered for a part of an article as well as for a complete article, that the
purpose j01" tohich. a design is registered rnay be proved by evidence. and that
from the evidence led, and from the application for reqistration in the present 25
case it was proved to be shape, and that the appeal must be dismissed urith.
expenses.

In 1884 application was made for registration of a design "for a range fire
door with moulding on the top, moulding' forming part of range, shape to be
registered." This design was registered on the 10th of Nov., 1884, under No. 30
16,596. Walker, Hunter &- Co., as owners of this design, brought an action
against the Falkirk JIron Co. and Messrs. Kennard for infringement of this
design. The Defenders' case was that the registration was invalid; (1) for
want of novelty in the design; (2) because the subject was one for patent
and not for registration as a design; (3) because the design was for part of an 35
article and not for a complete article; and (4) because the purpose for which
the design was registered was not apparent.

Evidence was led before Lord J..l1cLaren and the case argued by Ure
(instructed by Auld and McDonald) for the Pursuers, and Murray (instructed
by J~ and J, Ross) for the Defenders. 40
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The following cases were cited :-Le May v. Welch, L.R. 28 Ch, Div. 24;
Harrison v. Taylor, 4 H. and N. 815; Queen. v. Bessell, 16 Q. B. 810; [lagers v,

Driver, 16 Q. B. 102; Wirtdover v, Smith, 32, L. J. ChI 561 ; Norton and Nichols,
1 Ellis 761 ; Adams v. Olelnentson,L.R. 12 ChI Div, 714; Laearus v. Charles,

5 L.R. 16 Eq. 117; Holdsloorth v. McCrea, L.R. 6 ChI 418 ; M.1/tlloney v, Stevens,
10 L. T. N. S. 190.

LORD McLA.REN.~In this case the complainers are applying for interdict
against the infringement of their registered design, No. 16,596, by the
respondents. For reasons of convenience in the Acts of Parliament, under

10 which exclusive privileges are granted to the originators of ornamental designs,
no description of the design is permitted to enter the register; but the
certificate of registration is accompanied by a perspective or diagramatic
drawing of the design, as the case may require, and the certificate is granted,
for the application of the design shewn in the drawing to goods of a certain

15 class. In the present case, the certificate bears that "a copyright of five years"
is granted in respect of the application of the design to articles in class one.
The drawing attached to the certificate is a perspective representation of an
iron door, with a moulding cast on the top edge. The moulding is shewn cut
off at each extremity, in such a manner that it would fall in line with any

20 continuation of the moulding which might be cast on the object to which the
iron door "is to be fitted. It appears from the evidence that the door shewn in
drawing is the ·fire-door of a kitchen range. I should infer from the
drawing itself, that the moulding was intended to be continuous with the
moulding of .the object to which the door was to be fitted; because if the

25 moulding were intended to apply only to the door, I should have expected
that it would be shewn "returned" or finished. off in some way at the angles;
and, according to the evidence, the drawing would. be so interpreted by
persons accustomed to deal in such things. The drawing does not bear to be a
door of a kitchen range, but it is recognisable as such by persons who sell or

30 use such articles, just as a drawing of the fire-bars of a sitting-room grate
would be recognised by everyone who uses an open fireplace of the con
struction familiar in this country. As I have already said, the statute does not
authorise the insertion of descriptive matter in the certificate, and the drawing
must be self-interpreting. .

35 The novelty claimed by the designer consists in this: that his design is the
first application of the idea of a continuous moulding along" the front of
a kitchen range, inclusive of the fireplace door. The respondents deny the
merit and originality of the design, and also maintain that it is not a proper
subject of copyright of design. The objections may be conveniently treated

40 together. It appears to me that the design has such merit and originality as
entitle it to copyright protection, provided it can be shewn to fall within the
scope of the Designs Act.

The standard of originality to which an inventor must attain in order to
have legal protection is in no case a high one, I do not enter here upon the'5 illustrations which the law of patents affords. But confining my view to the
subject of design copyright, I take it to be clear that it is not necessary that
the design should have any artistic merit, In the present case, no originality
is claimed for the pattern of the moulding; the novelty consists in it being cut
off at the extremities so as to be continuous with the moulding on the range.

50 This is an example of what m.ay be called constructive design; and without
professing to have any special knowledge of such matter, I may safely affirm
that, in the taste or fashion at the present time, constructive design is very
much in favour with the makers of furniture and articles of domestic use.
Instead of overlaying their goods with ornament which has no particular

~5 relation to the structure, or part of the structure to which it is to be applied,
our designers aim rather at neatness or elegance in the lines that enter into the ~
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form of the object, or are appropriate to it. In a kitchen range a plain
moulding carried out broadly may be better taste than more elaborate ornament.
In any view, it is an application of an idea or mode of treatment (a very
elementary one it may be) to an object and in a way which is new as regards
the particular application. There is evidence that the complainers' design was 5
immediately recognised as an improvement by the trade, and the fact that the
respondents are selling the same thing (which I hold to be proved) is good
evidence against them on the question of the worth of. the design. In such
circumstances, I am not much impressed with the argument that this is not a
design entitled to copyright protection. It is said that such a thing does not 10
fall within any of the ordinary categories of invention; that it was "in the
" air," and that if the suspenders had not brought it out, other makers would.
.The fact that several makers were thinking about something, which one of
them was the first to register, is, to my mind, evidence that the thing registered
is a design. It is apparently' not a subject for which a patent could be obtained; 15
and, on the other hand, it is not a mere unmeaning combination of known
devices. Between these limits 1 think the designer may get a protection for any
variety of intelligent form or pattern capable of being applied to the kind of goods
for which he seeks certificate. In the present case, we have such an intelligent
combination adapted to objects falling under class one. The merit of the 20
invention, such as it is, consists in pleasing the purchaser's eye, and has nothing
to do with the uses of the grate or the processes of cooking. I am, therefore, of
opinion that this Is not a subject for protection by patent, and that it is
entitled to the copyright protection which the certificate purports to grant.

1 have not referred particularly to the authorities cited, but I have considered 2;)
them : and I conceive that the judgment to be pronounced is supported by the
decisions. .

The Defenders appealed, and the case was argued for them before the Court
of Session by Graham, Murray, and Wilson (instructed by J. and J. Ross).
The Dean of the Faculty and Ure (instructed by' Auld and McDonald) 30
appeared for the Pursuers.

LORD SRAND.-The Pursuers have raised this action to vindicate their alleged
right of copyright in a design for kitchen range fire-doors, and the Lord
Ordinary, by the judgment complained of, has affirmed the existence of the
right they claim. The defence which the Falkirk Iron Co. have maintained 35
under the reclaiming note presented by them is, that no such right exists; and
the main contention presented on their behalf is, that they allege that this is
not a proper subject of registration and certificate, that the provisions otpart III.
of the Patents, Designs, and Trades Marks Act of 1883, which relates to the
registration of designs, do not confer exclusive privilege of copyright in such a 40
matter as that forming the subject of the Pursuers' claim, and that the proposal
for the exclusive privilege claimed for novelty and utility can only be
established by means of Letters Patent taken out in terms of the first. part of
the statute.

The question raised is one of importance, and is not free from difficulty. By 45
Section 47 of the statute the design to be protected must be a new or original
design, not previously published in the United Kingdom. The alleged novelty
of the Pursuers' kitchen-range fire-door-which is not admitted-consists in its
shape, in having a moulding on the top of the door corresponding to and fitting
into the moulding in front of the hob of the range when the door is closed; 50
and, assuming that such a design applicable to a kitchen range is a subject of
copyright, it seems to me that sufficient novelty has been made out to sustain
the right. It is true that doors having mouldings along the top have been in
use in articles of furniture, such as sideboard covers and the like, but the
evidence appears to shew that until it occurred to the Pursuers, with the view of 55
securing special advantages, to have kitchen-range fire-doors so made, this had
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not been done by any others in the trade. The moulding in ranges was in use
to be fixed to the top or fire cover of the grate or to the fall-bar, and the door
which closed immediately below it had no moulding, but was closed against the
end of the grate immediately below the moulding on the cover or fall ..bar. I do

5 not think it necessary to go into the evidence on the point of novelty. It seems
to be quite clear that the Defenders' workman first got the drawing adopting
the shape from having seen one of the Pursuer's design, and though there is
some evidence by a witness of the name of Crossthioaite that he used a some
what similar design, I think the shape of the door designed by him, which

10 opened downwards, was essentially different; while as regards the stoves
spoken to by some other witnesses, the moulding extended round the whole
door, and did not correspond or fit into the rest of the article so as to make one
continuous moulding. It may be quite true that it did not require a great deal
of originality to suggest or mature the design of the Pursuers, because doors of

15 a similar shape and moulding had been used in articles of wooden manufacture;
but unquestionably, on the evidence, the Pursuers were the first to think of
and apply the design to the making of a fire-door of a kitchen-range, and I
think there is sufficient novelty to sustain the design as a subject of copyright.
Now, undoubtedly; the adoption of this shape-which I call new, on the

20 grounds just explained-has been found to be attended with some important
advantages. When the door had no such moulding, first, an open space or slit
was left for the length of the fire-grate, through which cold air was admitted to
the upper side of the fire; and, secondly, the fire cover having the moulding on
it was heavy, and inconvenience was found in lifting it off, while, if the

25 moulding was put on the fall-bar and became part of it, as was frequently the
case in the latter part of the manufacture, it intercepted the heat and prevented
the full benefit of the radiation being got from the fire. The use of the new
shape results in the removal of these disadvantages, and' yet preserves a
symmetrical if not an ornamental form.

30 Assuming the novelty of the design to be made out, the points of the
Defender's argument, as stated, appear to be, that, as the design serves the
useful objects now explained, it should, properly speaking, be made the subject
of a patent, and, further, that under the branch of the Statute relating to designs
you cannot have a registered design of an article not complete and independent

g5 in itself, but which is to be used in combination with the article to which it is
to be attached. I shall deal with these points separately.

In regard to the first objection, it is to be observed that the Statute does not
profess to give any definition of the design which may be the subject of
copyright. Section 60 declares that "design" means any design without

40 defining the meaning of the term, and then goes on " applicable to any article
"of English manufacture," &c., "whether the design is applicable for the
" pattern or shape or configuration or for the ornament thereof, or for any two
" or more of such purposes." Now, it is quite true the subject of registration
must not be an article of rnanufacture itself, but a design to be applied to an

45 article of manufacture or substance for pattern, shape, or ornament, and also
that the branch of the Statute which relates to the registration of designs does
not afford or profess to afford protection to any mechanical principle or con
trivance directly. The Act on this branch gives protection only to the shape or
configuration, or to the design for the shape or configuration, in such a case as

50 the present. The result of such protection may be, however, to secure important
advantages such as attend a mechanical contrivance, if these advantages should
be the result directly or indirectly of the shape or configuration adopted. Thus,
in the present case, the new shape of fire range door with the moulding as part
of it has the particular advantages over the old shape of door which I have

55 already noticed. These are not directly the subject of protection, but, inasmuch,
as they are dependent on and inseparable from the shape or configuration, they
are indirectly secured by the registration of the design. It may be quite true
that in place of registering the design for its shape and so gaining protection for
a period of five years, the Pursuers might rather have applied for Letters Patent

16912--~ . I I
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and protection for the longer period of 14 years for improvements in the manu
facture of fire doors for convertible fire ranges, and have made not the mere
shave but the mechanical action or contrivance the subject of protection by
Letters Patent. But, assuming that such Letters Patent might have been
obtained, and that there was novelty, not only sufficient to validate the regis- ~
tration of the design, but to create an effectual patent, this would not, in my
opinion, lend to the result that the design was not a proper subject for
registration. On this subject, Mr. Coppinger, in his work on copyright, at
page 447, when treating of the provisions of the Statute 6 and 7, Vict. c. 65,
observes: "It appears to be the received opinion that under this clause may 10
" be registered designs, the subjects of which could in many cases have obtained
" a patent, and in the case of Rudgers an opinion to the effect was given by the
" learned Judges of the Queen's Bench, and especially by Justices Coleridge and
"Earle." The words of the Statute then under consideration were these:
" Any new or original design for any article of manufacture having reference 15
"to some purpose of utility, so far as such design shall be for the shape or
"configuration." These are very much the words in the present Act, having
this difference only, that it is not made necessary now to shew that the shape
and. the registered design does secure a useful purpose. So I am of opinion
that the registration of the design in this case for its shape or confirmation is 20
effectual, securing as it does advantages directly resulting from the shape, and
that even if the Pursuers could have obtained Letters Patent .for improvements
in the manufacture of fire range doors which would have secured those
advantages as an exclusive privilege.

I am further of opinion that the Defenders' contention that a design cannot 25
be made a subject of registration if it relate to or depict, not an article complete
in itself, but one which is to be used in combination with and as part of another
article of manufacture, as for example a design of a door as specially applicable
to and in connection with a fire range, is unsound. The language of Section 60,
along with Sections 57 and 58, appears to make that clear. All of these 30
provisions recognise the existence of a protected design to be applied to an
article of manufacture to which it may be attached, and of which it becomes a
part.

It was further maintained by the Defenders that the registration of the design
in question was ineffectual, because it did not carryon its face in some way the :\5
announcement that it was registered for the shape only, and that third parties
were entitled to assume that the registration was for the ornament in connection
with the hinge, and gave us protection to the shape. The Pursuers themselves,
in the door which they now make, have adopted a different ornament in con
nection with a change they have made in the form of the hinge. I am clearly 40
of opinion that this objection is not well founded. When an infringement of
copyright is complained of, all. that the alleged infringer is entitled to see is the
registered design, either as it may be found in the form of the article itself, as
for example, she actual door of a fire range, as iIi this case, or it may be a design
and relative certificate which is in the hands of the owner of the copyright. 45
The Statute does not entitle him to demand inspection of the registration itself
from the Controller until the copyright has ceased, as is clear from the
52nd Section of the Statute. No Specification by the author of the design is
required or indeed allowed, as in the case of patents for inventions, and there
is no register to which the alleged infringer can go, as in the case of an 50
infringement of patent, to ascertain whether the act complained of can
properly be complained of as an infringement with reference to the particular
object .for which the .design is registered, whether for pattern, shape, or
ornament. In this state of matters, it seems to me of necessity to follow that it
must have been intended that the purpose for which the design was registered 55
might be proved by evidence when any question arose on the subject, primarily
the evidence of the owner who made the registration, but, outside by the
evidence of others acquainted with the trade or manufacture or business in the
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article to which the design relates.' It will be found that many-probably
the large majority of designs-are self-interpreting without such evidence, but
there must be others in which a question may be raised, 'which, however, in
most instances will be easily settled as soon as evidence is adduced. Thus, for

5 example, in the present case, evidence having been fully led,no one has
seriously suggested on the proof-in which persons acquainted with the trade
were examined-that the Pursuers' design was or could be registered for any of
the purposes authorised by the Statute, except its shape or configuration,
attended, as that shape is, with useful results. A person alleged to be an

10 infringer is quite entitled to demand of the person complaining, that he shall
state for what purpose or purposes under the Statute the design was registered,
and if he be dissatisfied with the answer he may, under legal proceedings, have
such inquiry as has taken place on that question in this case with reference to
the Pursuer's design. He may in that inquiry be able to shew that the complainer

15 is seeking to use the certificate of registration of a design for a purpose and to an
effect which is not warranted by the design, either as self-interpreting or as
interpreted by the evidence where thereis a question, and in that case he may
succeed in his defence. I do not think it possible to read the enactment of the
Statute, which obviously leaves matters without special provisions on this

20 subject, in any other way, for the only other reading would result in this, that
where any design had special or peculiar shape, with some ornament, however
slight, and was' consequently registered on account of that shape, an infringer
would be enabled to defeat the copyright by merely alleging that the design
registered for shape was protected only as regards ornament, or that the subject

25 of registration was doubtful, and so the registration was ineffectual, and that
evidence could not be admitted on the subject. Such an interpretation of the
Statute would lead to the result that in the great majority of designs, to which
the Statute obviously is intended to give protection, no such protection could be
given. This is a view of the Statute which does not commend itself to me and

30 is not in my opinion to be adopted. It seems to me that in order to give
reasonable effect to the Statute, the claim or representation of the Pursuer in
such caSBS not only may be the subject of evidence, such as we have in this
case, but may further be solved by an easy and certain test. The Statute, Section
47, Sub-section 3, provides that the application for registration must contain a

35 statement of. the nature of the design, as well as of the class or classes of goods
in which the Applicant desires the design may be registered. This infers that
the Applicant shall settle the purpose or object for which the design is to
be registered-pattern, shape, or ornament-and accordingly in the Board of
Trade rules, issued in reference to the Statute, it is provided by Rule 9, that the

40 Applicant, in stating the nature of the design, shall state whether it is applicable
for pattern, shape, or configuration of the design. I see no reason to doubt that
when a controversy of this kind arises as to infringement of a design, and
.it becomes necessary to determine whether protection was given to the
design for pattern, shape, or ornament, or for any two or more of these purposes,

45 either party may refer to the application for registration for a definition or
description of the purpose of registration, and the Court will, if necessary,
order the evidence on this subject to be produced, and such evidence should
go far to decide the controversy. In the present case it is proved that the
application was for a design for a a range fire door, with moulding on top,

50 moulding forming front of range, shape to be registered." That is a piece
of evidence by itself, and, regard beinghad to the other evidence in the case,
makes it clear that the Pursuers' design was registered, not for any mere matter
of ornament in connection with the form or hinges of the door or otherwise,
but without reference to ornament, and solely for its shape in connection with

55 the moulding on the top, which has material advantag-es
I am of opinion that the Pursuers' design was novel; that the design was

registered for its shape or configuration; that it was a proper subject for
registration and certificate under the Statute; and, as the design was clearly
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copied by the Defenders, the alleged infrin~ementhas been made out. On these
grounds, though differing in some respects from the view of the Lord Ordinary,
I am of opinion that his Lordship's judgment should be affirmed.

LORD MURE.-I agree entirely in the opinion of Lord Shand and the
exposition he has given of the Statute. It was strongly pressed upon us in 5
argument that this design was not new. Now, I think there is evidence to
shew that such a door as this was not unknown before in certain kinds of doors,
but I am quite clear upon the evidence that it was proved that it was new as
applied to kitchen ranges, and it is described in the application as a range
fire door; and that being so, and there being no evidence to shew it ever was 10
used for a range fire door before, this is a new and original design for use in
a range fire door in the sense of the words of the Statute, and therefore the
objection is not good. .

1,ORD ADAM.-I have had an opportunity of reading Lord Shand's judgment,
in which I entirely concur. 15

THE LORD PRESIDENT.-I am in c, the same position; I concur with Lord
Shand.' Adhere, with additional expenses.

LONDON:
P R IN TED FOR HER 1\1 A J EST Y' SST A T ION E R Y 0 F FlO E,

By DARL1NG & SON, LTD., 1-3, GREAT ST. THOMAS ApOSTLE, E.C
PU13L1SHED AT THE PATENT OFFICE, 25, SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS,

CHANCEllYLANE, LONDON, W.C.

1898.
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